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Special words 

was, all, were, passengers, bought, stayed 

 

 

Nam Fong went on a trip to Hong Kong. 

He went on a boat ride to see the sights of Hong Kong. He saw a big 

container ship. It was attached to a red tug boat. The tug was very 

strong. 

He saw a lot of traffic on the road. It was a crush on the train. 

Nam Fong stayed at the Intercontinental Inn. It had a lot of levels and 

hundreds of rooms. He went up and down in the lift. 

All the waiters in the Intercontinental Inn were very polite. “Can I 

help you?” they said.  It was terrific fun. 

Nam saw a big ship at the dock. It had hundreds of windows and lots of 

decks. Can you see the life boats? The passengers went to see the 

markets and streets in Hong Kong. 

He went on the underground train and bought all sorts of things at the 

street market. Nam was upset when he finished his trip. He will go 

back to Hong Kong.  



Questions 

After reading the text ask students one or more of the following questions. If students are 

working in pairs, alternate Partner 1, then Partner 2. 

 Have you ever been on a boat? Tell me about it. Let’s think of 

different kinds of boats. 

 Why do you think big container ships need to be pulled by a tug 

boat? 

 Why do container ships have many tyres on the sides of the hull? 

 What is a life boat? 

 Have you ever been served by a waiter? Were they polite? Tell 

me what you would like to order at a restaurant. 

 Why do you think Nam was upset at the end of the trip. 


